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Editorial 
 
Welcome to another copy of Broadreach. We’ve had open meetings galore, so 
we have reports on the Solos, Miracles and Enterprises as well as the Spring 
Regatta and the juniors at the London Youth Games. There are regular up-
dates from the committee including a note from our new commodore Dave 
Tonge, coverage of the AGM from John Finnemore and an update from  
Catherine Turner on lots of new members. 
 
Following on from his bid to get us all yachting Peter Joseph has returned to 
writing about small boat stuff to tell us of  his recent dinghy experiences with a 
nice piece on GPS trackers. They’re increasingly being used for improving your 
tactics especially if you have an engineer’s approach. I won’t spoil it but suffice 
to say he certainly sees the value in buying one of these gadgets and it’s the 
closest you’ll get to re-running a race. 
 
In regular racing, we’ve had a few new boats  – besides the two fancy  
RS Aeros (see David Cherril on the cover), we’ve also seen a Contender sailed 
very competently by Tim Davies, a Laser 15 (briefly come and go) and Graham 
Reece is now seen regularly starting well and leading us round for a while in a 
TOPAZ.   As usual we’ve got lots of different winners which is good to see  
although the various Davids continue to dominate the leader boards. 
 
For a member focus it seemed appropriate to interview our new commodore, 
Dave Tonge, who reveals a few interesting things about his fast and loose 
past.   I’m also particularly grateful to Pam Hart who besides providing reports 
on the Solo and Enterprise opens, and a very busy start to junior sailing on 
Saturdays, also supplied me with a few words and photos from a recent cruise 
she went on with Greg, her husband. I’m not printing everyone’s holiday snaps 
but this was interesting, nautical and included some great pictures… 
 
We have a rules piece from David Wilson…perhaps a warning to look out for 
him aiming to squeeze you out at a turning mark if you try to assert your rights 
too late. Or better still… do it to him before he sails off into the distance!    
 

 
    Photos courtesy of Steve Troll, Federico 
 Nardini and Greg Hart.   
 
 Thanks to all of them and the contributors.               
 
 
  Andrew Cooney (Lark 2086) 



Commodore’s Gybes 

Hello Everyone, 
My first missive as commodore! By the time you read 
this we will have held our Open Day -  4th July. No doubt 
a successful one if the predicted weather happens, and 
as I sit writing in glorious sunshine I am optimistic. The 
intention was to make the Open Day an event for every-
one to come and socialise and meet fellow members, 
not purely as an event to attract new members. 

The weekend prior was marked by a glorious – and I do not use the word lightly 
– trip to Chichester Harbour for a days sailing on the briny (by 2 of us) and run 
back amidst all the myriad of different craft enjoying the harbour, made for an 
excellent 4 or 5 hours on and around the water. I understand that a good wind 
and clear skies made sure the day was enjoyed by the crews (and 1 cyclist) of 
the seven boats that braved the boat packing and trailing to the South coast. 
The blast to East beach by the Harbour entrance, picnic,  swim  after the 
welcome pint at Itchnor sailing club  (their showers have raised the level of 
facilities some members will now expect)  a handsome supper was taken at the 
local hostelry before the trip home. Thanks to Dave Bangor for organising the 
event – make sure you put it in your diaries for next year. 
 
Quite a few tidying acts occurred in preparation for the Open Day in addition to 
the work parties that are run in order to keep the club looking its best. The last 
working party was on the 11th July and its main objective was to control the 
island vegetation. Controlling the island vegetation is hard graft and the working 
party is not the only time this has to be done but Island access is restricted. 
This work and the weekly task (in the summer) of keeping the grass and other 
plants under control is co-ordinated by Harold Grenfell frequently aided by John 
O’Dowd and Paul Tarbox both of whom wield mighty mower! It is thanks to this 
team that both car parks and the clubs communal areas are kept tidy and 
accessible. Please help by keeping your own boat areas tidy, remembering that 
we do not have a rubbish collection at the club so please help by remembering 
to take your refuse home. 
 
Over the Summer it is hoped to get some serious maintenance work done on 
the lake banks and pontoons. If you think you have time and wish to get 
involved please let me or any committee member know so we can start to plan 
these activities. 
 
So I will close by saying a big thank you to Stewart French,  the outgoing 
commodore for the past two years of his tenure – you can recognise him by the 
big grin he now ports around the club!  I wish you all happy sailing and 
remember there is no reason to not get involved!   
        Dave Tonge 



Membership News 

Dear member, 
It has been another busy start to our sailing year. We 
have welcomed 19 new members and their families, 
many have already either taken part in our junior sailing 
programme, the "Start Racing" course, or simply enjoying 
sailing on our fantastic lake. 

New members include : 
John Campbell & Clare Boston 
Jason & Monika Watson 
James Rush 
Mike & Georgina Sergeant 
Saskia & Derek Struthers 
Derek & Bernie Coleman 
Howie Richardson & Kristin Ridley 
David Knight & Caroline Flemming 
Mike & Lorella Shearme 
Jonathan & Nicky Mann 
Nick & Claire Haylett 
Enrico Peressini & Alessandra  
Pizzirani 
Paul MacCarthy 

Giles & Kerrie Rhodes 
Ajanthan & Gowry Ajanthan 
Anthony & Moira Bloomberg 
Graham Reece 
Tim & Sarah Davies 
Edward Ward & Zitah McMillan-Ward 
  
Now is the time of year that I need to remind 
you that the club provides lawn mowers and 
hand tools to enable members to maintain 
their boat and road trailer berths. Please 
keep your grass, nettles and brambles un-
der control and help to keep the boat park 
safe and tidy. 

New member, Tim Davies has been seen out in his Contender. His experience 
includes 49ers  and  skiffs  which is impressive and gives me a nice excuse for a  

cracking picture—not taken at Broadwater!  



 

The 43rd AGM  - March 2015 
 
29 club members attended the 43rd AGM.  In Stewart 
French’s absence Dave Tonge presented the Com-
modore’s report.  Stewart had a long list of members 
to thank who had been especially helpful during the 
past year, he also reviewed the activities in the last 
twelve months and outlined the plans for the coming 
year.  It was noted by members that the access road 
was looking good and Brian Deacon and his team 
were thanked for all their hard work. 

 
David Kinnerley presented his Treasurer’s report in which 
he noted that the club had a profit of £795.48 in 2014 with 

income from subscriptions and berth fees of £31,329. We have £64,090.78 in 
total funds. 
 
We had some discussion over whether we should buy equipment to help with 
road repairs but it was pointed out that the hire was good value and we don’t 
have the worry of maintenance, storage and security.  Peter Joseph asked if we 
could get a rent rebate for our expenditure on the road and Dave Tonge said that 
we will try for a rent rebate - Ray Grant has some photos of the condition of the 
track before it was repaired.  
 
The Club Officers and Committee Members were elected as per the set agenda 
plus Colin Elliot was elected as a Committee Member.  We still have 3 vacancies 
on the Committee so if you are interested please contact Dave Tonge. 
 
Nothing was raised under ‘Any other business’ and after the break prize giving 
rounded off the evening. 

 
Results  - Winter series  
 
Pursuit   Handicap Open pursuit  Open H’cap 
1. D.Kinnerley  1. G. Hart 1.D.Kinnerley  1.D.Kinnerley 
2. S.French  2.D.Kinnerley 2.S.French  2.R.Linsdale 
3. G.Hart  3.D.Cherrill 3.R.Linsdale  3.J.Burnham 

John Finnemore  
club secretary 



An introduction to GPS for self coaching 
 
When I started racing at Broadwater four years ago it was a standing joke with 
my family that I was always last. It was not unusual for me to finish the second 
race as most of the regulars were getting into their cars! So slow was our pro-
gress that my crew and I took to bringing a packed lunch, as our earliest arrival 
home was teatime…. I clearly needed a strategy for improvement. 
 
I read a few books about racing and they gave me some understanding of boat 
and sail trim, how to make a good start and the appropriate line to approach 
marks of the course, along with guidance about wind shadows. However, I still 
had no idea why I was so slow. 
 
The use of GPS for training has become the norm in sports like running and cy-
cling. How best to apply it to my sailing conundrum? How could I analyse what I 
recorded and what was allowed within the class and club rules by which I was 
bound? 
 
A little research revealed that the use of GPS to aid the helmsman during a race 
is not permitted by most dinghy classes. A GPS recorder or transmitting device 
in the boat without a visible display so that the event can be “watched” by those 
on the shore, or played back later for analysis is acceptable and indeed is used 
in some more established series’ as a matter of routine. 
 
If you want to try this, then what do you need? 



Smartphones work well and there are apps for iPhone (Trckr GPS logger with 
GPX export) and Android devices (OSM Tracker for Android) that let you record 
a GPX file and then download it for analysis. Alternatively you could use a 
dedicated GPS unit like those made by Garmin for walking, running, cycling or 
driving. Remember to put it in a waterproof container so that that the display is 
not visible while you are racing. 
 
Software to review and analyse your performance. 

 

 
 
I use a programme called GPS Action Replay Pro (http://gpsactionreplay.free.fr) 
that runs on a PC or a Mac and can initially be downloaded for free. It offers a 
lot of features to assess your sailing performance.  
 
The illustration shows a plan view of the course sailed on the left, along with 
boat speed on the right. The track can be played back for analysis while the 
boat moves on the screen and the tracks from several boats can be loaded and 
compared. There are facilities to extract parts of a track, compare laps, 
acceleration, speed upwind and downwind and many other variables. However, 
you only need a simple plan view to start with. 
 
One look at the track from a single lap in my first recorded race and it was quite 
clear where my main problem lay. I was spending much of the time going in the 
wrong direction! Well, not quite the wrong direction, but I was zigzagging up the 
lake making very little headway to windward on each tack. There seemed no 
point improving my boat speed by some small proportion or working to gaining a 
boat’s length at the marks while that was the issue. 



 
So my first task was to learn how to beat to windward efficiently and I concen-
trated on trimming the sails close in, watching the jib tell tails like a hawk and 
steering so that the inner one was just lifting without loosing too much speed. I 
found that in a relatively short time this alone improved the angle through which I 
was able to tack from over 140 degrees to a much more acceptable 90 degrees. 
 
 
By the time I was able to get fairly consistent 
results from this method, I was much more in 
tune with the wind direction, notably when the 
wind headed me such that I was no longer 
able to hold my course. Changing tack with 
these wind shifts produced a further significant 
improvement in the angle through which I was 
able to tack, making my route round the course 
much, much shorter. This shows on the track 
as some tacks were through a much smaller 
angle than 90 degrees. 

 
So now that I was going in the right direction more 
of the time, I was ready to think about boat speed, 
the impact of rig adjustments, how much speed I 
lost through my tacks, VMG up and downwind and 
all measure of other variables…..the software lets 
me measure and experiment with each of these 
and take an analytical view of the results.  Re-
member to only make one change at a time if you 
try this or you won’t be able to measure the impact 
and keep experimenting till you know what works 
for you and your boat. 
 

I’m pleased to say that this approach has paid 
off for me and while I’m still a long way from 
being the fastest sailor in the fleet, I no longer 
feel embarrassed by my performance and occa-
sionally I even record a noteworthy result when 
the conditions favour a high-handicap, three sail 
boat.  
 
Peter Joseph 2015  
 
 
 
 



33 solos lined up at Broadwater Sailing Club for the first Solo open event of the 
2015 season.  There were 24 visitors, some of whom had travelled a long way to 
sail on our unpredictable gravel pit with its shifty winds.  There were visitors from 
Devon, Norfolk, Essex and Hampshire as well as more local clubs plus 7 sailors 
from the home club.  They were welcomed by Andy Chaplin, Fleet Captain who 
was responsible for organising the meeting and were given a briefing by Greg Hart, 
the Race Officer.  The club house and grounds looked neat and tidy after the work 
party of the previous day.   

The morning was sunny with a force 2 to 3 wind blowing from the south west and, 
with rain not forecast until the afternoon, it looked like there was to be a good 
morning of sailing ahead.  The first two races were sailed back to back with each 
race lasting for about 40 to 45 minutes.  The first race got off to a good start with 
the deceptively well behaved fleet lining up for a perfect start.  Mark Turner in the 
fast rescue boat led the visitors round the course, which remained the same 
throughout the day.  The lead was taken by Mark Maskell, followed by Vince  
Horey.   They maintained these positions throughout the race, with Vince winning 
in imperious style.  Godfrey Clarke moved up from 8th at the end of the first lap to 
finish in 3rd place.  The start of the second race was less disciplined with more than 
10 boats over the line and a restart was necessary.  The line was left unchanged 
and this time the race got underway.  It was Vince Horey’s turn to lead throughout 
the race, followed by Tim Lewis.  Mark Maskell finished in 3rd place having worked 
himself up from 5th place at the end of lap 1.  

Solo Open Meeting— 8TH March 2015 

Everyone is a bit line shy for a change as this was the much  
anticipated black flag start needed for the last race. 



A delicious lunch of lasagne, cooked by Sonia Cherkas and Dave Tonge was en-
joyed by all the visitors, sailors and helpers.  Sonia, Janie, Margaret and Dave 
worked hard supplying the food and drink and washing up after the feast.   
 
The disorderly start of the third race meant another general recall, but the line was 
moved slightly and the second start was more successful.  Vince Horey once again 
led throughout the race, Alan Bishop moved up to 2nd place while Mark Maskell 
came in 3rd.  By this time the sky had clouded over but the threatened rain did not 
come to much.  The fourth race was held back to back with the third race but this 
time, only 24 of the 33 boats sailed.  With 30 seconds to go to the start, it was obvi-
ous that there was going to have to be another general recall as more than 10 
boats had already crossed the line.  The second attempt at starting was no better.  
The fleet had already been warned that should a third start be necessary for a 
race, any boat over the line in the final minute before the start would be disquali-
fied.  Unfortunately Godfrey Clark crossed the line during this time period and was 
disqualified.  Finally, the race got underway.  The wind died slightly and positions 
changed among the lead boats.  They finished closer than they had in the previous 
races with Mark Maskell finishing 1st, Vince Horey in 2nd place and Ewan Birkin-
Walls in 3rd. 
 
From my point of view as Assistant Race Officer, I 
think that three races, rather than four, might be 
worth considering for future Solo Open Meetings.  
We had eight race starts, which meant that about 40 
minutes were wasted on restarts.  This made prize 
giving later than we had anticipated and, as visitors 
had come long distances, many had to leave before 
the final formalities.  My other question is where are 
the women sailors?  The 8th of March 2015 was In-
ternational Women’s Day and I felt it had passed us 
by.  Nevertheless, I enjoyed the day very much 
watching expert sailing in good company.  Thank 
you to all our visitors for making the journey to 
Broadwater and for making the event so successful.  
 
Results 

 
                              Pam Hart (Assistant Race Officer) 

1st Place: Vince Horey, King George SC 

2nd Place: Mark Maskell, Blackwater SC 

3rd Place Ewan Birkin-Walls, Hunts SC 

Mid-Fleet: Paul Playle, Island Barn SC 
Highest Placed Home Club:  Richard Linsdale (23rd) pictured above 
 



Junior sailing  
 
Saturday sailing got off to a great start with 36 children attending the first 
session on 2nd May.  Four other juniors took part in Richard’s Start Racing 
course.  We have now had six sessions and we are regularly getting 20 to 30 
children.   
 
Fortunately we have just enough boats, thanks to generous donations from ex 
members.   

 
We have welcomed a number of new children and their families, some with 
sailing experience and some beginners.  Dave Banger and some of the 
parents have been working with the beginners group and the children are 
already becoming more confident on the water.   
 
This year we are being assisted by James de Lisle and James Kiln who are 
working towards their Duke of Edinburgh awards.  With the help of their dads, 
Philip and Simon, they have taken over the improvers group, so I am 
expecting to see plenty of progress.   
 
Andy and parents have been supervising the more experienced juniors while 
Richard has concentrated on training the juniors who are taking part in this 
year’s London Games.  Skills need honing but it was good to see our more 
experienced juniors displaying confidence in the strong winds recently.   I am 
grateful to have so much help, especially as I deserted junior sailing for three 
weeks to go on holiday.  Unfortunately, my absence meant that we were not 
able to prepare the children for the planned assessment on 7th June.  We will 
try to reorganise this for 3rd October 2015.      
        Pam Hart 



 
Junior sailors enjoying nice weather at BSC 

A lovely shot of the boats that ventured to Chichester for the annual cruise. I’m 
guessing they’ve stopped for lunch. 



 
Winter sailing  attracted a few visitors once again, including some GPs 

 
SOLO picture 



 
A large competitive and quite noisy fleet of Solos  

 
Juniors flying along in Fevas at the London Youth Games Regatta  



Some great pictures from Pam Hart’s cruise in Alaska.  A very 
different type of big boat sailing! 



Cruising in Alaska’s Inner Passage – May 2015 

Greg and I had the idea of doing a cruise in Alaska over a year ago but the 
prospect of being on a large cruise ship didn’t appeal to us.  After a lot of 
research, we chose to travel with Fantasy Cruises on their one and only ship, 
Island Spirit.  That’s our boat in the harbour, the day after we finished our 
cruise; it’s the small ship, above the line of large cruise boats, on the right 
about a third of the way down the page.  There was a crew of nine and 
accommodation for 32 passengers, but there were just 26 of us.  This gave us 
the opportunity of getting to know the crew and the other passengers, most of 
whom were from the USA.  This was a big part of the cruise for us and an 
aspect of the journey we thoroughly enjoyed.   
 
Our cruise wasn’t cheap, but all food and drink, including alcohol, were 
provided. The boat had its own chef and a pastry chef who cooked delicious 
meals, bread and cakes.  The only problem was trying not to eat and drink too 
much.  Our cabin was cosy but had everything we needed including a shower.  
There was a lounge for relaxing, a dining room and viewing decks. The captain 
and first mate kept an open wheelhouse.  When the door was open you could 
hang out with them, checking out the route and learning about the cruising 
area.     
  
We had very good weather, much warmer than is usual for this time of year.  
The winter snowfall had been less than in most years, which meant less snow 
on the peaks.  The scenery was spectacular and being on a small ship allowed 
us to get into places where the larger ships could not go.  On our second day, 
we watched Dawes Glacier calving and squeezed into Ford’s Terror, a fjord 
with an opening not much bigger than our boat.  Here we were able to kayak, 
getting up close to the waterfalls and searching for wildlife along the shoreline, 
listening to the sounds of nature.   
 
We were cruising for 8 days and we saw humpback whales almost every day.  
We were very lucky to spot so many killer whales (orcas) and again, we saw 
them most days.  A pod of killer whales hunting is quite a sight.  One porpoise 
successfully used our ship as a hiding place.  I had hoped to find sea otters 
and I was not disappointed.  Several of them floated past our ship on their 
backs, looking like they didn’t have a care in the world.  We saw sea lion 
colonies guarded by massive bull sea lions.  We saw a large number of birds, 
some of which are not seen in the UK.  
Trips ashore included walks, visits to three small towns, a zip wire (1,300 feet 
drop) and a theatrical experience provided by a company of native Americans 
from the area explaining some aspects of their culture.  The holiday exceeded 
all our expectations and we hope to return to Alaska one day.   

        Pam Hart 



Date and passage Mammals Birds 
Saturday 16th May 2015 
Juneau to Tracey Arm via 
Gastineau Channel and St 
Stephen’s Channel 

Humpback 
whales (3) 
Pod of orca (?8) 
Stellar SeaLions3  
2 dolphins – type 
unknown 

Large rafts of sea scoters 
Bald eagle 

Sunday 17th May 2015 
Tracey Arm, Dawes 
Glacier to Ford’s Terror 

Small dolphins 
Sea otter (brief 
sighting) 

Mew gulls 
Pigeon guillemots 

Monday 18th May 2015 
Ford’s Terror kayaking 

Mountain goats 
Land otter (brief) 
  

Rufus humming bird 
Harlequin ducks 
Bald eagles (plus nest) 
Ravens, Crows 
Red necked grebe and chicks 
Belted kingfisher 

Tuesday 19th May 2015 
Ford’s Terror to Petersburg 

Humpback 
whales – many 
Orca 
Black tailed deer 
Harbour seal 

White winged scoters 
Surf scoters 
Bald eagles 
Pigeon guillemots 

Wednesday 20th May 2015 
Petersburg to Red Bluff 
Bay via Brothers Island 

Sea lion colony – 
to close for DIB. 
Humpback 
whales 

  

Thursday 21st May 
Red Buff Bay kayaking 
then to Tenekee Springs 

Harbour seal 
(Red Bluff) 
Orcas (2 or 3 
groups) 
Humpbacks  

Harlequin ducks (Red Bluff) 
Bald eagles 

Friday 22nd May 
Tenekee Springs to 
Hoonah 

Red squirrel 
(Tenekee 
Springs) 
Sea otters 
Humpbacks 
Porpoises 

Bald eagles 

Saturday 23rd May 
Hoonah to Juneau 
(Wildlife particularly good 
at the end of Icy Strait) 

Orca chasing 
Dalls porpoise 
Stellar sea lions 
Sea otters 

Bald eagles 
Surf scoters 
Pigeon guillemots 
Marbled murrelet 



The London Youth Games  - 2015   
 
On the 20th and 21st June the London Youth Games Sailing competition took 
place at King George V Reservoir, North London.  Across 10 fleets (5 fleets 
per day), sailors competed to gain points for their team. 
 
After winter training at HOAC, and some club racing, the teams were ready.  
Parents, competitors and boats arrived early each day ready for competition. 
 
Saturday turned out to be a very light 
wind day with periods where it 
seemed the wind had completely dis-
appeared, while Sunday was the op-
posite, with lots of wind, wicked gusts 
and spills to match.  
 
Broadwater sailors represented both 
Hillingdon and Ealing in the competi-
tion, with everyone delivering good 
results in competitive fleets. 
 
Results 
Ben Vernon – Topper – Ealing - 6th 
Filip Kozłowski – Pico – Hillingdon – 5th 
Emanuele Nardini / Jack Hurst – Feva – Hillingdon – 4th 
Marianne Williams-Kerslake – Access 303 – Hillingdon – 2nd 
 
Once the final results were calculated, Hillingdon were declared as silver med-
al winners, while Ealing managed 17th (with a much smaller team). 
 
Congratulations to everyone who competed, and particularly to the Broadwa-
ter sailors who continued to uphold our reputation of helping Hillingdon to 
maintain its position as one of the top sailing teams in London. 
      
       Richard Linsdale 

 
If anyone would like to sail in the LYG in 
2016, please let me know and we can dis-
cuss next steps.  While there is competition 
for Hillingdon team places, there is a definite 
need for more young female sailors.  Both 
Harrow and Ealing need more competitors 
in most classes, to increase their entry and 
so help them move higher up the results. 

Topper sailors at the games and be-
low Richard Linsdale with two medal 

winners, Emanuele and Jack 



Saturday 25th April dawned with a gentle breeze and sunshine greeting the 
travelling Miracles at Broadwater Sailing club for the Southern Area  
Championships. An afternoon start for the first race gave plenty of time for 
the 8 boats to get rigged and enjoy lunch provided by the club.  
 
Race 1  
 
The first race got off to a close start with a few shouts of rules but nothing 
came of it. Yvonne and Brian Mumford took to the front and quickly built an 
unassailable lead leaving everyone else to fight it out. Steve Fischer &  
Richard Fischer managed to pull away, and, with clean air, couldn’t quite 
be caught by the chasing pack. With some great gains to be had on the 
beats depending on how lucky you were with the shifts there were lots of 
position changes. Jack Turnbull and Abbey Mumford managed to grab 3rd 
on their first time sailing together.  
 
Race 2  
 
After a quick snack and tea break the second race went off with a similar  
pattern as Yvonne and Brian showed everyone a clean stern. This time it 
was Brian Jones and Paul Cook who managed to pull clear of the pack and 
took off in pursuit, unfortunately to no avail. With major wind shifts all over 
the place 3rd again went to Jack and Abbey. Overnight Yvonne and Brian 
led with a three way tie for 2nd between Brian Jones, Jack Turnbull and 
Steve Fischer.  
 
Race 3  
 
Sunday morning arrived along with a distinct chill and whiff of delicious  
breakfast pasties from the club house. Another two club boats turned up  
bringing the total to 10 and racing got under way nice and early. A change 
to Saturday’s proceeding’s with this time Brian Jones and Paul Cook being 
the ones that shot off to be chased by Yvonne and Brian Mumford.  
However, despite a good fight Brian and Paul were successful. With a good 
start from Claire Medcalf & John Finnemore, 2132 along with the two new 
comers Pete Joseph & Grace Constant, 3403 and Andy Cooney & Joyce 
Moon, 3633 left everyone working hard to fight for the same positions as 
yesterday. 3rd place eventually went to Claire and John.  
 

The Miracle Southern Area Championships 2015 



Race 4  
 
The race before lunch looked to be all settled until the last beat. Yvonne and 
Brian were again too far ahead to be affected, but just as Jack & (Sunday 
crew) Hannah Mumford rounded the bottom mark there was a tremendous 
wind shift which left them pointing straight at the finish line. The boats ahead 
also had the benefit but they were too far ahead and over the lake. Brian & 
Paul managed to not lose too much ground and finished 2nd. Pete & Grace, 
Andy & Joyce and Jack & Hannah were left fighting all the way up to the 
committee boat where a last ditch tack from Jack stole 3rd from Andy 
Cooney & Joyce Moon and unfortunately relegated Pete Joseph & Grace 
Constant from 3rd to 6th, with everyone coming in for food talking about the 
near 90 degree shift.  
 
Race 5  
 
With the first two places decided 3rd place was still up for grabs with Steve 
Fischer, Jack Turnbull and Andy Cooney having an outside chance of 
grabbing 3rd. After working out what was needed to be done over a lovely 
warming lunch supplied by the club, the final race got underway. Something 
unusual greeted participants which was a semi steady breeze. Yvonne and 
Brian finished off as they had begun with a convincing win. Jack and Hannah 
managed to pull out of a congested pack and grab 2nd on the last beat, Brian 
& Paul had a switch round and held on to 3rd, with Steve & Pauline Fischer 
finishing 4th.  
 
Great event had by all and many thanks to Barry Mellor for organising it all 
along with able help from other club members and all the galley staff. 
 
Results 
 
1st  Yvonne & Brian Mumford,  Redoubt   
2nd  Brian Jones & Paul Cook, Maidenhead  
3rd  Jack Turnbull & Abbey/Hannah Mumford, Redoubt  
4th  Steve & Richard/ Pauline Fischer, Aldenham   
5th  Claire Medcalf & John Finnemore, BSC  
6th  Andy Cooney & Joyce Moon, BSC  
7th  Pete Joseph & Grace Constant, BSC  
8th  John Green & Paul Abbott, BSC  
9th  Dave Reed & wife 
10th Barry & Joe Mellor, BSC   



Member Profile – Dave Tonge     
                            
This year we have new commodore, Dave Tonge, so we 
thought it appropriate that he told the members a little about 
himself. We threw a few questions at him.  
 
Can you give us an idea of your sailing background? 
My first attempts at sailing were when I was around 12(ish) 
on a lake near Ellesmere in Shropshire in a Mirror and a 
GP14, plus a few goes on a Flying Fifteen.   I also did some 
speed sailing with work colleagues on a boat called Icarus II – a catamaran 
with a 20ft beam, a tornado rig on each hull and large steel hydrofoils about 
5ft in height!   
 

         
             
  One of the Icarus fleet of boats 
 
I gather most of your hobbies are water based? 
Yes, I was more interested in Canoeing although I took up rowing at school as 
it was the nearest thing available. Its biggest benefit was that I no longer had 
to do winter cross country running when all the sports pitches were unplaya-
ble! 
 
My main hobby for a number of years 
was Scuba diving but it wasn’t very 
child friendly. I tried taking the children 
– mounted in a rubber ring on the sur-
face with a string attached to me on 
the bottom. However, in the end I 
thought sailing would be better as it 
was something we could all do. So I 
completed the RYA level 1 and 2 
courses at BLYM. The course was run 
on Thursday evenings in June so there 
was a lot of drifting about and being bit-
ten by midges, but it did at least force  
me to leave the office early to get there on time.  

Another of Dave ‘s hobbies…. 



Do you still have some sailing aspirations? 
 
I want to do the Round the Island race – the Isle of Sheppy that is, as I’ve al-
ready done the round the Isle of Wight race. It’s a dinghy race of about 40 
miles. Anyone else fancy it? (if so, let me know …here’s a link http://
www.iossc.org.uk/islandrace/index.php. 
 
What is your profession? 
 
I’ve worked as an IT Project Manager for a number of years and also in a 
school as an exams manager so these are obviously very useful training for 
the role of Commodore!  However, with Sailing, Rowing, Canoeing and Scuba 
diving I have had a lot of experience in all kinds of boats and many different 
ways of getting wet which should be very useful! 
 
What do you most like about Broadwater? 
 
Broadwater is a very friendly club, in a beautiful location and I hope it can stay 
that way. The setting is spectacular on a sunny day. It would be nice if the 
lake was just a bit bigger!  

What is going on here? (Dave will give you the answer when you’re 
next at the club) 



Haven’t you done some big boat sailing? 
 
Yes, I am lucky enough to have 
friends with ‘big boats’ so I do get to 
do some yachting as well as sailing 
in dinghys. The first large boat I 
sailed was a Sigma 33 belonging to 
my uncle which I entered into Fal-
mouth week and this became my 
summer holiday for a few years.  
Last year I sailed up the west coast 
of Ireland and round to Bangor which 
was a proper sail – taking 2 weeks. 
It was a beautiful coast, and felt 
very empty after the clamour of the 
channel and South Coast generally. 
We experienced some interesting seas, and some famous points on the trip 
included stopping at a number of small islands and visiting the Giants Cause-
way - a place I had long wanted to see.   
 
I am currently taking part in a Fastnet campaign on a Sigma 38. This involves 
a number of qualifying races – the last one we did was to Cherbourg, the next 
being to Guernsey. 
 

Here’s Dave a few years back doing the Broadwater Race into the Dark 

Dave amongst some BSC members 
during the annual trip to Chichester 



Change to Race Series 
The following changes will be made to Broadwater SC Sunday Race Series 
dates and there will now be 4 Sunday series a year: 
Autumn Series 2015: Starts 6 Sep 2015; Ends 29 Nov 2015 (Shortened from 15 
to 11 Sundays) 
Winter Series 2015/2016: Starts 6 Dec 2015; Ends 28 Feb 2016 (13 Sundays) 
Spring Series 2016: Starts 6 Mar 2016; Ends 29 May 2016 (11 Sundays) 
Summer Series 2015: Starts 5 Jun 2016; Ends 28 Aug 2016 (13 Sundays) 
  Andy Chaplin, Race Committee Chairman and Secretary 

“Shutting the door” - an important 2013 rule change  

There were some changes in the Racing Rules of Sailing (RRS) which were 
affective in January 2013. These were mainly edits for clarification. However 
rule 18.2 c (2) is new. This rule is intended to discourage barging in at the mark 
as the boat entitled to mark-room (i.e. water) will be able to shut the door and 
provided she sails a proper course will be exonerated (except if causing 
damage or injury i.e. Rule 14). 

So if coming up to the mark and without an overlap on the boat which is clear 
ahead, if the leading boat leaves a gap and you decide to chance your arm and 
sail into that gap, the leading boat can close up to the mark (shut the door) and 
if the boats touch the leading boat will be exonerated and the inside boat will do 
turns.                                           David Wilson (Ruby) 

Buoy roundings can be the place where races are won and 
lost….know your rules and assert your rights! 



Spring Handicap regatta  
 
14 boats also took part in the spring regatta 
in very light winds. Ably managed by Dave 
and Sandra Wilson, the final results were ; 
 
1 David Cherrill    Aero 
2 Brian Deacon / Joyce Moon    Albacore 
3 Dave Kinnerly   Laser 
4 Harold Grenfell   Laser 
5 Mike Parker    Solo 

Enterprise Open Meeting  - Sunday 22nd March 2015 
 
The Enterprise Open Meeting took place at the same time as the club 
Handicap Open Meeting.  Unfortunately there are only three Enterprises 
racing regularly at Broadwater so we were no longer able to offer a separate 
meeting for the fleet but we were able to offer a separate start.  Two home 
boats sailed in the open event and we were delighted to be joined by four 
other boats.  Paul Young and his crew, Ella Crabtree joined us from Midland 
Sailing Club, Dave Beaney and his crew Sarah Hirst Malin came from 
Frensham Pond whilst Ann Jackson crewed by Nick Skeens and Nick 
Jackson crewed by daughter Rachel travelled from Burghfield Club.   
The wind conditions were moderate to light and variable in terms of direction 
throughout the day.  Setting courses wasn’t easy but David and Sandra 
Wilson did an excellent job and soon the first race was underway.  Ann 
Jackson, current Enterprise Ladies champion, was returning to sailing 
following a knee operation, but this didn’t hold her up and she stormed into 
the lead in the first race, followed by Nick, who eventually passed her to gain 
1st place, with Greg and Pam Hart in 3rd place.  Nick and Rachel got the 
upper hand again in the second race with Dave and Sarah in 2nd place 
followed in 3rd place by Ann and Nick who had passed Greg and Pam on the 
beat.  Ann triumphed in the third race, with Nick in 2nd place and Dave in 3rd.     
Overall Results 
1st   E23015   Nick Jackson  Rachel Jackson 
2nd  E23349  Ann Jackson  Nick Skeens     
3rd  E20234  Dave Beaney  Sarah Hirst Malin 
4th  E22569  Greg Hart  Pam Hart 
5th  E22901  Paul Young  Ella Crabtree 
6th  E22543  Colin Gent  John Greene 
It was a real pleasure to be sailing in an Enterprise fleet on Broadwater Lake.  
Although there were only six boats, it was good to see old friends and there 
was plenty of close racing.   
Pam Hart 

 



 
Separated at birth ...Brian and Diego Deacon 

 
Club Racing Sunday 2 June 2013  

The BSC Solo Open 



COMBINATION NUMBER CHANGE  
 

Members who have paid their annual subscription will find 
the new combination number on the front of this issue 

together with the date on which it will change.   
 

Please remember to scramble all locks. Do not leave them 
with the combination number revealed. We do not want 

uninvited visitors stealing our equipment. 

 
Coming into land ....hopefully to eat some of our weed. 


